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TO ALL: THANK YOU!

This week saw us move our Merton
hub from Old Rutlishians in Merton
Park to Plough Lane, in South
Wimbledon. The Old Ruts team
helped us start our first hub and
transform what was initially just
a collection of volunteers keen to
do something good into a serious
community operation.
It was a rollercoaster of emotions,
constant laughter, friendship, and
occasional tears. There were plenty
of enjoyable moments after a longshift, or mid-vegetable bag making.
Above all, it was a group of people
dedicated to serving those in need.
From Adam's team on a Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday morning,
running the delivery drive-through,
to Craig and Emily running the hub
seven days a week, it was a colossal
effort.
I hope that going forwards everyone
in the wider community remembers
the role places like Old Ruts played
during these crises. At the very least,
I hope Dons Local Action volunteers
can come together for a drink at the
newly reopened bar! I look forward
to seeing you there!
Got ideas for our next issue? Get in touch ollieryantucker@gmail.com

Shin Patel

I got a “Call to Help” What’s App message from
a fellow Old Ruts mum on Friday 20th March. I
came down the next day with my son and some
donations; we spent an hour helping to unpack
donations. The next day I did one of the first ever
shifts at Morrison’s Wimbledon, where I had my
first encounter of Cormac, another life event
that will always stick with me! I finished my shift
feeling proud about what we had achieved.
My true initiation into Dons life was during my
daily walk, walking past the Ruts and making a
passing comment to Craig: asking how it was all
going. I got the famous come over here wave
“quick let me ask you something”… a 30 minute
walk turned into 5 hours. I spent those hours
packing & unpacking boxes with Emily and Lisse
and 16 weeks on nothing has changed, except the
laughing has gotten louder and the friendships
closer!

Annalise Poulter

I have worked at the Old Ruts for the past 16
years, and been the bar manager for the past
year and a half. My sons both play football
for the club and are keen AFC Wimbledon
supporters, they both helped with deliveries
and unpacking too! Anyone who knows me,
knows the Ruts is my second home and when
we had to close I was absolutely devastatedI’ve never been away from the bar for so long!
The way the Ruts, AFCW fans and the local
community came together during this time
shows the spirit of the local area and can never
be forgotten!

Simon Bassey

I’m an ex-Rutlish pupil, former AFC
Wimbledon player, First team coach
and my son currently plays for Old
Ruts U14's. I came down on day 1 after
Craig asked for a hand and I started out
doing deliveries and was blown away
by the reaction/ appreciation that
people showed.
Soon I started working inside the
clubhouse two or three days a week
doing the fruit & veg. The spirit and
camaraderie that everyone has shown
has been fantastic, showing a real
togetherness & providing essential
support to our borough in this difficult
time! I would like to thank Craig &
Emily for all their support it’s been a
truly humbling experience that I’ve
been so proud to be a part of!

George Vaughan Barratt
I am captain of the rugby club at Old
Rutlishains. I was furloughed in early
March and I wanted to make good use
of my time. I already knew Craig and
Emily were running the food-hub so I
called them and asked to be involved.
I started packing boxes and eventually
was helping Adam run the deliveries
outside. At the peak of COVID-19 we
were getting out roughly 1000 boxes
a week to 800 families. It has been a
great effort from everyone involved
and I’m very grateful to be part of it.

The Old RUTS STORY
Emily Wellstead

On the 17th of March, The Old Rutlishian’s
Association closed their doors as a sport
club, but 4 days later they quickly reopened as the location of the first food hub
for Dons Local Action, thanks to Old Ruts
ex-president and DLAG co-founder Craig
Wellstead.
On Saturday the 21st of March, we took in
donations from local residents, Dons fans,
Old Ruts members and the one supermarket
stall outside Morrison’s. The different sports
sections quickly got involved, calling for
volunteers, drivers and donations, which is
how our original team of volunteers formed.
Within 24 hours, over 80 food parcels were
delivered to those who were in need and
self-isolating. People were so worried and
uncertain during this weekend, there were
many tears of joy when we turned up at
their doors with food that had sold out in
the supermarkets.
Within a week we realised the rugby shop
and men’s changing rooms were way too
small to accommodate the unexpected
number of donations we were suddenly
receiving. The number of supermarket stalls
was rapidly increasing, so we had to expand
into all areas of the clubhouse.

The bar area became unrecognisable once
turned into a food hub, with competitions
to see who could pack boxes the quickest.
The beer cellar transformed into a dairy
fridge, the men’s showers became storage
for fruit and veg (they’ve never smelt
so good!) and the changing room 1 will
forever be known as the ‘bread room’.
My dad (Craig) and I ran the food hub at the
Ruts together, organising food donations,
deliveries, supermarket pickups and
liasing with local organisations to identify
those in need. Adam, George and the rest
of the ‘muscle men’ crew coordinated all
of the drivers, ensuring they knew their
deliveries and had the correct boxes.
Their drive through system worked like
clockwork, with over 400 boxes going out
a day at one point!
Simon and Jim opened up their own
fruit and veg stall, with the help of their
assistants Shin, Lesley and Lily. Annalise
swapped pulling pints for packing parcels,
Ryan and Caolan got their training in
through lifting boxes, Nisha traded
her summer of watching her sons play
cricket, Trimmo and Manisha cooked
up a storm every weekend and Nick
the DJ went from playing the decks to
Cormac in his minibus. The community
atmosphere created from members and
non-members volunteering is what made
Old Ruts so special.

The average day at the Ruts involved an
8am start and didn’t finish until late into
the evening on many occasions. During
the day, we would have over 8 deliveries
to unpack from supermarket stalls, whilst
also making up the food boxes ready to be
distributed that week.
A huge thank you must go to the drivers
who gave up so much of their time to collect
pickups every week; Nick, Tim, Trigger and
Pete and the coolest family in Morden! On
some days, the last pickup would take us
over an hour to unload! Every evening, Nick
goes to collect the end of day donations
from Waitrose, which he delivers straight
to local hospitals and ambulance stations,
along with any cakes that Cakeology have
generously donated.
Volunteering for DLAG has been an
incredible experience for me, I’ve laughed,
cried and made some great new friends, all
whilst finishing my final year at university.
Seeing
volunteers
from
different
backgrounds come together to help the
local community is heartwarming.
Being involved from the very start, I’ve
had the honour of watching the project
grow first hand over the past 4 months.
The food hub shows just how generous
shoppers are, within a week the new hub
has completely filled up! I think it’s safe
to say, back on the 21st of March no one
could have imagined how far Dons Local
Action would come!

